The following are the Terms of Use for any Application Program Interface User ("API User"), as defined in the New England Power Pool ("NEPOOL") Generation Information System Operating Rules, as amended, modified and restated from time to time (the “GIS Operating Rules”), submitting, verifying, transmitting, uploading or otherwise entering data into the NEPOOL Generation Information System (the “GIS”).

1. I affirm that I have authority to execute this Terms of Use on behalf of the API User and that the API User shall not be given access to the GIS for purposes of using the API until these Terms of Use has been signed by me and have been received and accepted by the GIS Administrator.

2. The API User shall only use the GIS API to perform functions listed in Attachment 1 of these Terms of Use, in accordance with guidelines contained in sections i-iii below:
   (i) Successfully complete API calls of desired methods in the GIS User Acceptance Test (“UAT”) environment before the GIS Administrator will enable such methods for use on the production system.
   (ii) Only use UAT for testing specific API functionality. Testing in UAT is bound by the Acceptable Use policy as outlined in the NEPOOL GIS External Interface Specification documentation.
   (iii) Maintain an API success rate of at least 90% for each method used. When errors originating from the API User’s code are encountered, API User will immediately discontinue use of the failing methods. API User will correct all errors before attempting to make the method calls again. Failure to do so will result in email notification from the GIS Administrator and suspension in the use of the API method in question. The GIS Administrator may require the API User to re-test the methods in UAT before restoring access to the production environment.

3. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein have the meanings given to them in the GIS Operating Rules. Neither these Terms of Use nor any of the rights granted to the API User hereunder may be assigned, sublicensed, pledged, mortgaged or otherwise transferred by the API User.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has caused this agreement to be executed as of the date above.

API User: ________________________________

By: ________________________________

Name: ________________________________

Title: ________________________________
## API Functionality

**Methods:**

- Get Transferable Positions
- Get Pending Transfers
- Get Generator Information
- Get Transfer Information (Transfer History)
- Post Transfer Requests
- Post Reserve Transfer Requests
- Post Retail Transfer Requests
- Post Transfer Actions (Confirm / Reject /Withdraw)